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The major interpretative emphasis of this treatment of the life and work of George 
Boole is on the man as a mathematician in previously philosophical territory; the 
title is a marvelously lyrical translation of William Hamilton’s snide characteriza- 
tion of Augustus DeMorgan as an “owl in daylight.” It is against the backdrop of 
DeMorgan’s and Hamilton’s disagreement about the nature of logic that Boole’s 
ideas are drawn. Diagne provides first a biographical chapter and then one on the 
British algebraic and logical traditions in which Boole worked. The third chapter 
shows the way Boole’s algebraic approach led him to chart the complexities of the 
logical territory; the fourth describes his second thoughts as to whether he had 
thereby succeeded in truly clarifying the “laws of thought.” 
The presentation of Boole’s thought is lucid but, for the most part, derivative. 
There is no analysis of Boole’s correspondence, for example; references to unpub- 
lished primary material are usually cited from other secondary sources. Thus, it 
is not surprising that Diagne does not offer original historical insights into many 
issues raised by his interpretation of Boole’s work. The relationship between the 
Boole whose life is carefully outlined in the first chapter and the ideas developed 
in the last two is treated minimally if at all. Similarly, the wider discussions against 
which Boole’s ideas were developed are presented statically and narrowly. The 
disagreement between DeMorgan and Hamilton is treated as arising over a nasty 
plagiarism accusation -an interpretation which is true as far as it goes but which 
ignores the institutional and philosophical context which supported its continu- 
ance. Perhaps this is justified by the fact that Boole’s position as an autodidact 
and an Irishman doubly distanced him from the issues of English education which 
engaged Hamilton and DeMorgan. On the other hand, his movement from a strictly 
symbolic interest in an algebra of logic to, in Diagne’s phrase, “remorse” over his 
inability to address what he came to see as important questions in this way, 
resonates with a variety of ambiguities and ambivalences about mathematics within 
the larger British community. 
It is always strange to read a book in a foreign language about subject matter 
expressed in your own. For the most part the translations of English texts are 
good; however, Babbage’s over-worked pun on “Deism” and “dotage” crumbles 
into dust when “dotage” is translated as “l’gge du point.” (p. 72) Unrelated, 
except that it is also a question of detail, it surely is the mathematician George 
Peacock who was known as the “Euclid of algebra” rather than the author, 
Thomas Love Peacock, whose picture appears on page 83. In sum, the book 
provides a good and lucid introduction to the work of George Boole, but is not 
particularly innovative or challenging. 
